Pupil Opinion Favors Lower Voting Age

Another poll conducted by the Institute of Student Opinion sponsored by a local society last week. The poll indicated that 67% of the students at Rhodes favor lowering the voting age to 18. The poll was administered to 500 students, and the results were released on the school's bulletin board.

Rhodes Charity Game Rally Travels to Marshall-W. Tech

Rhodes-Holy Name Rally recently dubbed “Apollo Calls the Signal” was presented for a Charity Game Rally at John Marshall and West Tech High Schools yesterday for pupils who purchased Game Rally tickets.

According to Miss Palmer, to in
dicate the size of the high school program in Cleveland will give rallies for other high schools in the locality. Only one other school in this part of the
City can give rallies for rallies. This is the Mater Dei School of the

Canteen Makes Start At “Turkey Street”

Tonight, students and faculty will be served at the cafeteria. The cafeteria makes the

Arms Launch War Loan Drive

Last week the Sixth War Loan Drive was launched by the various student groups. The drive

350 Former Rhodesians Now In Service Sign Blue Book

If you were to visit your old alma

Sergeant Don Wagner Loses Life in China

Sergeant Donald V. Wagner, janu

Rhodians in Action

BY PAT MANSFIELD

Pat, Hon. Johnnie, C.C., a veteran of the major engagements, Africa, last year was shot and died of wounds suffered in Germany on October 15. His inactivity has been reported missing and has been accounted for but was last seen in May 1942.

A former Rhodian, Corporal Edward Matsuura recently awarded the Bronze Star, is at present serving with the 47th Air Antillery in Germany. Cpl. Matsuura entered the service in April, 1942, and went overseas in April, 1944.

Pat, Robert Boll, Jimmy Davis, has recently gone overseas. Bob, who is a member of the Marine Corps, is now in training for the Pacific Theatre.

Lieutenant Norman J. Petitt, who was reported missing in action on a Rhodian in Germany in July of this year, is now reported a prisoner of Germany since that date.

Corporal Franklin E. Ahoel, a soldier who served as a personnel photographer and an aerial reconnaissance, has been reported missing in action over Burma since October 1942. He is a member of the 32nd Air Force, and a member of the personnel group that was shot down in the Pacific Theatre.

Pat, Ralph Harper, who was graduated from the class of 1944, is now in training for the Pacific Theatre.

Rhodesways

By PAT

Before the Deutsch Rally
Alf Warner was seen in Nancy's slacks last Tuesday evening saying something about whether he would stuff his pants in the将来 the next week. He is just back from a trip to Holland, studying the girls who do the snapback look just how she should do it. We wonder why they didn't go up to the stage and do it themselves. Or maybe they're just too short to snap, but I'll be honest, . . . And Ed Finney has bought of the most exciting things from this country to show the above from the above.

Just Last Night
Alf Warner bought a new out. He fastens four or five drinking straws together and then plays ad, "She loves Alf's in the Five Mos" game. It lasts so long that way . . . Last Tuesday the first period problem turned her into a position. Congratulating her myself, my heart just burst a sigh of relief when Mr. Sifrito easily announced he had lost his grade book. Their joy was short-lived, however. He found it the next day.

Memo

Eleanor competition wishes and good luck to Miss Eleanor who is now recovering at home after an operation. She is a credit to Rhodes and we look forward to her successful return. Miss Eleanor was discharged from the hospital on Wednesday and is now doing well.

Rhodes Personalities

Eleanor and Frances Forsyth, 113

The 113 class boasts one set of twins and two sets of triplets. Eleanor and Frances are wholeheartedly in favor of being twins and prove it by going everywhere together. Right now they're breaking chairs while operating the school, for Frances works at the Hopkins Theatre and Eleanor doesn't. They look so much alike that even the police have trouble telling them apart. This comes in handy, since they even change places in class and their teachers never catch them. One day Frances arrived late for French while Eleanor was at another location. After Eleanor had purchased her husband's Eleanor decided she needed a pair too and made sure that when the salutary refused to sell them to her, insisting that she had already made them themselves, their mothers told them apart by their temper. When the two appear together, the drinks look at them and swear off liquor.

Frances has a scrapbook on the children's football team and also a scrapbook on the Rhodes football team. Eleanor has a collection of pictures of the Rhodes and the Whole Name football teams. "Always and Together" not only describes the team but are their favorite songs as well.

Paul Jones, 148

This "regular fellow" modestly admits that he wrote a story for the Providence Journal but he says that with a few corrections his story was placed on the front page. Further questioning revealed that he had written two other stories during the same year which were also not so bad. But this wasn't the only thing he did during the summer. He bought two guitars and taught them and then taught them apart. After putting them together again he placed one of them in a store and promptly sold the other for $50.00.

Paul drives a tractor on a local farm and then goes to school at night on his own. He is a job for a win. Those nice girls grow upon the school and are too forward.

Mostly in his best and worst years, Eleanor! Example: Every question was answered with, "You think I'm bringing up?"

Noreen Schmidt, 368

"Shurtit!" (she's only four feet eleven inches tall) collects records and has more than five hundred. This collection, which includes the records of Sammy Kaye and Glenn Miller. She has every one of the recordings made by these two band leaders since she became popular.

Fraud, the owner of the Hawksfield band, is also one of her favorites and so she has a large number of his recordings.

The Slide-Cassette Service branch in the Navy because of a certain fellow named Bill. Until he comes home Noreen says, "I don't like to go out with fellows except on pay day!"

One of Noreen's favorite sports in baseball and baseball is her liking for this sport she has saved articles and pictures and magazine covers and magazine covers for a long time. She has all the articles and pictures about baseball from the three Cleveland papers since 1938.
Haryn Blowing

Some Leading Citizens Try to Break Up Our Happy, Ever-Loving Family

What goes on at the corner of Harvard-Denton and W. 26th Street every week-end morning leaves you with a strange feeling. To the many who happen to come by school by this way it is a funny, spine-tingling sensation. On each of the four corners there are high school kids bearing the trolley fare for school. They come from West Tech, Holy Name, Lincoln, and Rhodes. Their school colors brighten the autumnal atmosphere. Their spirit, given the setting outside, does not seem to have enough time between trolley's to talk they talk beautifully of their respective schools and the new neighborhood and they get along like one happy, ever-loving family.

So what pop up in the town's gazette last week but some resolutions by some of our leading citizens who seem to think a plan to break up our happy, ever-loving family on the West Side.

Athletic Council Takes Action

Well, normally I do not speak of the West Side schools as highly as this, but the season for calling them "firms" is over for me and there is a soft spot in my heart for the West Side schools around Charity Game time which naturally brings me to my feet when I hear of this resolution by this body of our leading citizens who make a big noise last year about the best setting in the world, and this year about to clean up the mess, have gotten to first base after the first publicity about it. S it is with this group and other people who are doing ways of splitting our happy, ever-loving family, they say something must be done. One of our best known sports writers starts it off two years ago. It then develops with the withdrawal of John H. Davis from the board of directors, and a vote in the formation of a new league. Finally through board action some changes were made and the council decried the Senate Athletic Council is brought together and the matter is discussed. One gentleman suggested a classification according to the enrollments, physical education programs, and facilities. Other ideas were a three-division classification according to anticipate success, the three highest teams in the present eastern and western league on the basis of percentage of people from 1972 up, other teams in the league, describe the schedule and each school arrange their own games; divide the east side into major and minor schools, transfer South from the West Side to the East Side.

Control Needed on Larger Schools

In addition to this, other ideas are welcome. The football season, beginning in not over for 1941 and 1945 already.

For myself and thinking in the interests of Rhodes none of these plans look too good. The classification system would never work because material changes yearly. To control the larger schools in the city from grabbing anything they want I would first set up a restriction, such being that you must play on the side of the city in which you live. This would give a balance of power between the two sides. Then I would make rigid requirements of living up to State rules on securing players, required practice periods, and weekend requirements. Other than this I would something but sit back and continue to watch our happy, ever-loving family fighting each other.

West Siders Back Lincoln

In Charity Still at Stadium

Lincoln High goes into the 15th annual Charity Game with the hopes of the west side West Side behind them that they will bring back the title to this side of the river. In this, their fourth appearance in the Pinty Dealer bracket classic to be played at the stadium Nov. 25.

Pre-game decorations: Lincoln will face Coach Fred Eisele's powerful Cathedral, most eastern school, which has a six-inch Tuesday margin over Lincoln. Eisele's squad holds the top rating in the state. This is the first to best helpless Washington High School down Maxwell, potential of the east side. Over the first ten points of the game a outstanding offensive attack and a solid defense, which has been able to keep their defensive record unblemished except for one touch downs scored against Central. But the Lions went in the ball game with Central to a 19-4 romp. The front wall has been turned "the rock of Gibraltar," but in their games with Holy Name, LaSalle, and Central, their morale is high after several visits to other West Side schools, and they feel they can handle the game. But it will be a battle for Lincoln, which barely squeezed through a tough West Tech game last week, has had two weeks of workouts for the game. Coach Howard Fillmore's group may not have the edge now in the physical and the ability column but they are public. To maintain their prestige, Eisele's rugged job in preparing his boys will be in getting them in the right frame of mind and keeping them alert. Lincoln High will go into the game with something to prove.

Cowboys Lasso Rams; Locals End .500 Season

On a muddy, sloppy, wind-blown West Tech field, the Rhodes Rams ended their gridiron season by taking a 28-9 beating at the hands of the Oxford Cowboys, Friday, November 19.

During post-game ocasional, the Rhodes fans groaned as Eugene Michael and Norm Appel, the two co-captains of Cincinnati and Jackiddo whom they had admired them while carnation coruscates, presented each of the PCT seniors on the equal with armfuls.

Even with these well-wishes, the Rams were just without luck, though the two heroes of the Vanadium had run off two plays, the Cowboys had the top dog a huge lead.

The West boys seemed to have it all over their visitors as they combined powerful line play with the smooth-working backfield running off the short-yard formation. They scored all of their points before Rhodes had penetrated the 20-yard line. On the Rams' first drive therefore the Vanadium had run off two plays, the Cowboys had the top dog a huge lead.

The West boys seemed to have it all over their visitors as they combined powerful line play with the smooth-working backfield running off the short-yard formation. They scored all of their points before Rhodes had penetrated the 20-yard line. On the Rams' first drive therefore the Vanadium had run off two plays, the Cowboys had the top dog a huge lead.

The Rams scored on the second drive, in the third quarter, after they were held on two downs (Continued on Page 4, Col. 2)

Basketball Schedule, 1941-42

Paxton at Rhodes
Dec 1 T.T.W.
John Adams at Adams
Dec 15
Collwood at Rhodes
Dec 22
Manassas at Paxton
Jan 19
Igouatna at Igouatna
Jan 19
South at Rhodes
Jan 19
Holy Name at
Jan 26
West Tech at West Tech
Feb 2
Lincoln at Rhodes
Feb 12
West at West
Feb 22

Wrestlers Meet Lakewood on Mats

The 1944-45 wrestling season gets underway, November 28 at Lakewood. For many Rhodes grapplers it will be their first Senate season. Lakewood has had several work teams in the last few years. Keeping the conditions in contention are the duties of the three new capitals elected by the team at a recent meeting. They lead a group of 15th and 12th grade candidates who include Ray Pawlak, Neil Richardson, John O'Keefe, Al Yost, Den Claster, Bob Scoblen, and Bill Frederick.

Also at this meeting, the two men dropped the names of Louis J. Pillas and Ray Pawlak. The office of treasurer for the team was still open at the time of the meeting.

Grid Teams Lunch Together

Although they sat side by side at close range of each other and there were weapons within easy reach, there were no out- brokens at the Rhodes Lincoln lunchroom sponsored by the Rhodes Variety "B" Club. In fact, even at a juncture that the two schools' gridsmen dis- placed right opposite each other, there was no sign that hung their games on the gridiron.

Thirty-three boys, each seated between members of the oppo- nent school, their coaches and faculty members, and principals, Neil D. Muthens, attended the lunch held in 105 and served by Miss Mildred Floyd.

After the lunch there were short talks by the coaches who both felt that Lincoln could win the Charity Game. Coach Fi- ller of Lincoln thanked Rhodes for the kind invitation and wished them well in the coming football season. Coach Van- neson pointed out the type of ball game Rhodes and Lincoln are known for, their strictly maintenance of the rules, and concluded with congratulations and good luck in the big game.

Hardwooders Practice; Big Schedule Ahead

Basketball season swings into the spotlight close on the heels of the swiftly departing football sea- son.

Upwards of 600 students attended the first basketball meeting a good many newcomers and quite a few gridmen among them. Coach Vannessom has disclosed that the group will be tried and reduced rapidly.

Lance Van, Thad Thirt, Jim Geoffery, Fred Shailer, and Norm Prentis return to the hardwood to comprise four of the Rhodes starting five.

According to Van, the candidates are the best to turn it out in years. "May graduate at the mid-season point, together with the absence of Danny Hackett and the injury to the back of a football shoulder injury, provide the ingredients of a minor headache for any coach."

As the backstretch begins, it may be the boys handicapped in a good many respects. With the girls occupying the gym on Tuesday and Thursday, the Varsity is allowed only forty-five minutes to practice on these nights. This time element and the prospect that first string center, Fred Shailer, will graduate not being in line next season, coach together with the absence of Danny Hackett and the injury to the back of a football shoulder injury, provide the ingredients of a minor headache for any coach.

By Bahnne

Sports Scraps

Girls' basketball season has again come to a close. Yesterday the Ricky Diks and the Brahers played in the finals. These teams were undefeated and so it was the big game of the season. It was too late to print the winners so watch the next issue for results.

The Ricky Diks have been to- gether since the ninth grade. They have played in every tournament and they have been champions almost everyone.

Because the gym is going to be used for Varsity basketball practice after school, the ping pong tournaments will begin. Next week all tenth, eleventh, and twelfth graders who wish to participate in the games should report on Tuesday of next week to the underground track after school.

The Girls' Gym Luncheon Club is holding a "Dinner Cab Fash" on December 30, from 7 to 9 p.m. at the Brooklyn Y. W. C. A. All members of the G. L. C. who are graduating may bring a date and have a chance to renew acquaintance with any former member who still is in the city. The date of the event is Friday, December 30.

Sports Scraps

By Bahnne and Martin

Notify Miss N. Thompson as the mailing list can be corrected.

We can all look forward to a good battle this Saturday at the Stadium when the Fails Dealer puts on its 15th annual Charity Game. Latvia has been the east side un- der the event six times in 13 years and has come out victorious every time. This year's team is rated above the 42 squad which beat Latvia 19-12. This line is consid- ered more powerful. Their backs pros as tough. Their defensive record is almost perfect. Fitted against this high-scoring machine is a Lincoln team generally considered slightly under par to that of the year.

With all this considered, the ex- perts pick Cathedral. Let by deci- sion and looking for the one of these experts, I'll take the boys who come up smiling because, to make a long story short, the West Siders will put a squad on the field with teamwork appearing in their minds. The score 12-12.

Switching the topic to basketball, I think the West Siders are underscoring the most unpleasant job of coaching, that of cutting the squad down to proper size.
Club News

Band and Orchestra

Those fellows and gals you have been seeing wearing pins and pendants every day this week are not members of some neglected family, but rather the new members of the Band and Orchestra Club who are to be initiated into Presidency at the Y.W.C.A. Bill Fien and Barbara Wick are chairman of the occasion.

Latin Club

Latin numbers presented a rally for the Charity Game yesterday at West Tech. It is similar to the one given here for the Holy Name game.
The club is also holding a bowling party this Sunday afternoon.

Girls’ Leaders

Mrs. Thompson’s Girls’ Leaders are entertaining the Parma Leaders Wednesday, November 29. They are planning a play period of rolling and basketball which will be followed by a hot lunch supper.
The date of the alumni dinner which is held every two years for former Girls’ Leaders is December 26; the place, the Brooklyn Y.W.C.A.
Anyone having knowledge of a change of address or change of name of any alumna from which Miss will please note Miss Neil Thompson.

Art Club

Rita Bambury claimed the one dollar prize for submitting the best sketches for the Art Club.

Senior Friendship

The Turkey Hop being held tonight is the grand finale of the Friendship Club girls.
The club is making plans for its annual Christmas formal.

CHESSIRE-HIGBEE

PHOTOGRAPHERS

PHOTOGRAPHS MADE UP TO A STANDARD—

NOT DOWN TO A PRICE

Brooklyn Hobby Centre

"WHERE THE KIDS BUY ITS STUFF"

2136-37 Breakview Road

Schwab Electric

MEMPHIS LUNCH

4919 Memphis Avenue

HOMEMADE

For Drugs, Cosmetics

Lowest Out Prices

ALSO CUT-RATE DRUG

4258 Pearl Road, Altoona

We Give Eagle Stamps

MEMPHIS STYLE SHOP

4333 MEMPHIS AVE.

Next to Fred’s Barber Shop

Women’s Hats for Women and Men in Every Full Style

Also Dressmaking, Ladies’ Tailoring, Remodeling and Alterations, Boutiques

PRODUCERS

“Dairy” Dell

4366 West Sixth Street

BOMB TOKYO WITH BONDS

SCHOOL SWEATERS AND JACKETS

CHENILLE EMBLEMS AND LETTERS

Everything in Sporting Goods

CHAMPION SPORTS GOODS CO.

Open Evenings

2665 Fulton Road

Florida 7565

Rules for Selling Bonds

1. When you sell bonds to your neighbors and friends, do not accept cash. Instead, have them give you a check payable to the Federal Reserve Bank.

2. If they do not have a checking account, ask them to take the money to any local bank where they can get a check, gratis, payable to the Federal Reserve Bank.

3. Ask them to bring their money to the school and buy the bond themselves. You can still get the credit.

4. If your customer is unwilling to use any of these methods, but still wants to get a bond from you, tell your school. Some faculty member will go to the house with you.

5. Bonds are not issued to the school, but will be mailed directly to the purchaser from the Federal Reserve Bank.

6. When paying a bond for yourself or anyone else, you must know:
   a. Name and address of purchaser. If a married woman the name is written—Mrs. Mary Smith, not Mrs. John B. Smith.
   b. Name of co-owner if there is one to be co.
   c. Name of the beneficiary. (You can have a co-owner or a beneficiary but not both.)

Pupils Favor Low Voting Age

(Continued From Page 1, Col. 1)

Politics opinions on the subject were given a chance from each one playing slightly. Here the results were so evenly divided that calculations were difficult. The majority of the students, however, voted for those of the five possible choices, the slight majority going to “C.” This one reads: “The percentage of men and women in politics who have integrity, ability, and character is just as high as that of men and women in any other career, whether it be crafts, trades, business, or professional.”

The results of this student poll at Rhodes will be sent to the Institute for Student Opinion in New York where it will be tabulated with votes submitted by other high schools all over the country. This final result will then be sent to all participating schools for comparison.

Rhodes Loses To West High

(Continued From Page 1, Col. 2)

as far as the seventh yard line, but West took over on downs. It was then Bill Show broke through the center of the line to block the West punt, sending the pigskin bounding through the end zone—an automatic safety.

Awarded by the acquisition of these two points, Rhodes put on a touchdown drive in the last quarter that ended with Bakery Markam scoring over from the one.

RHODES BOWL SANDWICH SHOP

(Formerly Handy’s)

SPECIAL MEAL EVERY WEDNESDAY

Pop—Coffee— Milk

Hot Chocolate— Ice Cream

Candy—Chili—Soup

Sandwiches of all Kinds

MUSIC BOX

EveryoneWelcome

2115 S. and W. Guest

Rally Given Here Bollsters Charity Game Ticket Sales

(Continued From Page 1, Col. 2)

Malzey, Bill Bedowskili, Mary Shiholna, Lynn Bell, La Verne White, and Bill Kratf.

In a bright finale, the friendly spirit between Lincoln and Rhodes was shown to any newcomers back where they can get a bank check, gratis, payable to the Federal Reserve Bank.

1. Name and address of purchaser. If a married woman the name is written—Mrs. Mary Smith, not Mrs. John B. Smith.

2. Name of co-owner if there is one to be co.

3. Name of the beneficiary. (You can have a co-owner or a beneficiary but not both.)

Get Your CHANCE TICKET Today!

Seniors Make Plans For Commission

(Continued From Page 1, Col. 1)

Honor Society, and a member of the Class Will Committee.

William Green will talk about the development of leadership, especially through gyn leaders and shop foremen.

The orchestra will play for the exercises without featured soloists. Students may win two tickets free; more may be had by buying them, up to seven or eight per person.

Make Your ARMY A Winner . . .

BUY BONDS

CHESSEX-HIGBEE PHOTOGRAPHERS

COMPLIMENTS OF

SCHAAF DRUG CO.

Complete Line of

POPULAR AND CLASSICAL RECORDS

Schwab Electric

Youngs Lunch

4919 Memphis Avenue

HOMEMADE

For Drugs, Cosmetics

Lowest Out Prices

ALSO CUT-RATE DRUG

4259 Pearl Road, Altoona

We Give Eagle Stamps

RHOEDEO

In George Mccellan

After the Coast Guard show at the Fredonia, some Rhodesians were seen trying to enlist in the SPARS.

What few Rhodesians narrowly escaped death when the car they were in went into a skid and rolled on its side.

Ask Art Kunde, he knows more about it than anyone else.

Al Wargor pouting out his senior yearbook troubles every night at the "Rhodes Bowl" Sandwhich Shop.

Who is the character from B, not who is dropping notes in either fellas’ lockers telling of the faults of their girls. Seems as if he is a bit tired of everything.

The Jive Bombers playing a job at Independence, too, they play at places other than Berkeley. When a crowd, they must have been. At least twenty people were there, not counting those without shoes. The hayseeds went for Baker’s oak in a big way—first time they ever heard music! Ah, well, I guess we all can’t be B. T. O. city folk.

Gene School sparked bond for Being Kilmann, from the banks of things in their period modern problem.

Now that the football season is over the fellows can start dating again (did they ever stop?).

Speaking of sports, we bear, we have a heart aching story of one name of Shea, a new fellow at Rhodes, in the 128.

Mr. X says he thinks all those beautiful girls in the Charity Game rally were just as crowded from other schools, surely they couldn’t have come from Rhodes.

Merv Badger trying to add two and two after the blow on the head he received in the Lincoln games, in the locker room. He always gets there.

MAKING THE ROUNDS:

Louie Shafter and Don Hong having a little off with a mutual friend named Shirley . . . Bob Stickney knocking himself out on the ships during a Berkeley Intermission . . . Bob Dudding in a concentrated and head at the Charity Game rally (it be- haves to Kenny Parkhurst who bought it during one of his work days . . .) .

By the way, how did Frank Shull get his tie wet? And at the Senior informal, Marly Friga contributed two live rabbis to the boy . . . Ezel Alexander, who was on the decorations committee, telling Mr. Sneedohoe very circumspectly (E. J. just didn’t appreciate it) . . . With so many girls’ bodies dances, all of the clocks had a fine time.

JOE’S OPEN KITCHEN

OPEN ALL NIGHT

4106 Pearl Road